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head of a worm, the same as a caster,
can make a resilient alternative.

Having one or two well-placed 
pole rollers behind you will really
help, so spend a bit of time getting
them positioned perfectly before 
you start. Because you are using
such a shallow rig you might even be
able to swing in some of the smaller
roach without breaking down to
your top kit; just ship back quickly
and lift the pole tip when the !sh
is within range so that it swings
towards your waiting hand. You 
normally catch some sizeable roach
up in the water, too, because they 
are forced to compete and bully the
smaller ones out of the way.

The key is to keep that steady rain
of feed peppering the surface and 
try everything you can think of to
keep the roach active. Get into a
nice, smooth rhythm and it can look 
effortless. I cannot think of a better
way of catching a glistening netful
of roach!

This is the time of year
that roach go on the
rampage! The natural
larder is drying up but 
they are still highly

active as they fatten up ready for
whatever winter throws at them.
That makes them ripe for the
picking because they take our baits
with gusto!

The caster is my number-one bait 
for quality stillwater roach. You will 
probably need a couple of pints of
fresh shells for a good day because
they can really lap them up at this
time of year. I like a mixture of 
shades, from pale to dark, which will
then fall at different rates through
the water.

Once you get the roach
competing aggressively, they will 
naturally start rising in the water
column to beat their brothers and
sisters to the bait. This is when
you can really plunder them – and
once they are feeding shallow you’ll
struggle to !nd a better or more
enjoyable way of catching!

I feed very regularly to get the 
!sh competing. To do this most
effectively I like to get the !sh
feeding where I can comfortably
throw casters by hand. This is
anywhere from !ve to eight metres
from the bank, depending on the
wind, and really helps to speed
things up. If the !sh refuse to come
in that close I wouldn’t hesitate 
to !sh further out and feed with a
catapult instead; it’s simply not quite 
as fast or ef!cient.

How much you feed has to vary
because you need to keep altering
the amount and frequency to keep
!sh coming. If you maintained the
exact same quantity and frequency
of bait being fed for !ve hours the
!sh would soon wise up, leaving you
scratching your head with missed
bites. Instead, I have 20-minute or so
spells where I vary what I feed. This 
could be 20 to 30 casters every 20 
seconds or just six to eight every 10 
seconds or even two or three larger
handfuls then a minute’s pause. 
Keep ringing those changes and the
!sh should keep responding.

I also don’t worry about pinpoint, 
precise feeding. I still try to be fairly 
accurate but I also believe that a
bit of spread does no harm; it can
actually pull extra !sh into the swim!

A single caster is usually the best
hook bait but don’t ignore single or 
double maggot as a useful change.
If you want to catch more than one
!sh before rebaiting then a tiny
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Bolt Rigging For

Do you want to catch a netful of roach shallow?
Tom Scholey lifts the lid on three very special rigs!

ROACH!
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ANGLER FILE

TOM SCHOLEY
Age: 26
Lives: Daventry
Sponsor: None
Pole: Preston GXR 3001

CHECK OUT OUR FANTASTIC 20-MINUTE

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO OF TOM SCHOLEY

IN ACTION, AS HE DEMONSTRATES ALL

THREE RIGS AND PUTS TOGETHER A
FANTASTIC CATCH OF SILVERS!
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THREE RIGS
Just as I never expect to feed the same way for the duration
of a session, I also like to ring the changes with rigs. That
means regularly tweaking the depth and the way I lay the rig
in the water. Quite often you can catch three or four roach 
before you start missing bites again. This is the signal to alter
something. Just a slight depth alteration can be all it takes to
put you back in touch with the !sh.

As well as the depth and the way that the rig is presented,
another thing to keep swapping is your rig. I actually have
three setups, each with very speci! c uses and times during a
session when they really come into their own.

A KINKY LIGHT RIG – This is my starting rig and the one
that I will always revert to when the roach become !ckle. It
consists of a tiny 3x8 Preston Chianti #oat on 0.14mm line to
a 0.08mm or 0.10mm hooklength and a !ne size 20 Tubertini
808 hook. The elastic is No5 or No6 through three sections
for lots of cushioning power. The rig is designed to pick ! sh
up through the water at all levels, so it is set between two and
three feet deep and lightly shotted with just three No11s down
the line. Because the !sh are generally quite wary when I use
this rig, I also have around two feet of line above the #oat. This
helps to keep the pole tip away from the feeding !sh. It also
allows me to cast the rig around my feed area to search for !sh
– especially warier ones that are sitting just past the feed.

B POSITIVE BOLT RIG – Once the !sh are feeding
con!dently I won’t hesitate to swap to this rig. It’s a much
more positive bulked rig consisting of a 0.3g inline J-Range J13
dibber. The 6in hooklength is either 0.10mm to 0.12mm to a 
larger size 16 hook with blue Hydro hollow elastic. The most
important parts of the rig are the positive bulk just above the
hooklength and the short line of just a few inches from pole tip
to #oat. This helps create the self-hooking bolt effect that I am
after. Ideally, a ! sh will prick itself against the bulk and/or the
pole tip and elastic will stream out with a !sh on without you
having to strike! It’s a great rig to use but only when the ! sh
are really having the bait con!dently. Thirty minutes bagging
on this rig can really boost your catch, however, so it’s always 
worth trying it when you think the time is right for plundering!

C BAGGING NO-SHOT RIG – This rig, where allowed,
has to be seen to be believed! All it consists of is up to two
feet of line with a single BB shot !xed four to six inches from
the hook. There is no #oat. I just hold the tip off the water
and wait for the elastic to rip out! The strength of tackle can
vary but it can be surprisingly crude at times. Today I’m using 
0.16mm line to a size 16 B911 hook and 13 Hollo elastic! It
may sound !erce but roach will still fall to it, as I’ve proven!
The fact that there is no #oat in the water actually helps to
avoid spooking the !sh. It also means that you can hold the
pole tip at different heights to see where the !sh are feeding.
Again, it’s not a rig that I would expect to use all day – but it 
can do some serious damage when they’re having it!
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TOM’S SHALLOW FLOATS
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